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Harm in MBSR

Response to Van Dam and Galante’s correspondence “Underestimating harm in Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction.”

We thank Van Dam and Galante for their comments. In our view, a misconstrual is foundational to several of their critiques. In their introduction, they construct their critique around the following quote from our paper – “We interpret these data as strong evidence that MBSR is no more harmful than no treatment.” They go on to suggest that we ignore other forms of harm, but omitted the key qualifying clause at the end of this sentence; “on the indices of harm we estimated.” We intended this clause to acknowledge the limited application of the results (i.e., to indices of harm we measured). In agreement with them, we state that “there are other domains [of harm] in need of investigation.”

Van Dam and Galante draw a conclusion from this partial quote that we did not. The sentence in question is an inference based on null hypothesis testing. As one cannot prove the null, in the absence of a significant difference between groups, we can only claim that there is no evidence that one group is more harmful than the other. However, Van Dam and Galante construe our inference as claiming that MBSR “does no harm.” We deliberately used language such as “we find no evidence that rates of harm following MBSR are significantly greater” and “these data suggest that MBSR is no more harmful” that reflect the limits of what we could infer. The manuscript title “Prevalence of Harm in Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction” implies that harm could be present.

Inappropriate conclusion regarding preventative potential of MBSR
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Van Dam and Galante raise a number of important concerns in this section, but do not mention that we acknowledged many of them in Limitations. For example, we describe the differences in the community and RCT data and how they limit comparability, and we discuss potential sources of bias leading to overestimation of community MBSR effects. Indeed, we noted that “because of sample differences, these data do not allow us to conclude that MBSR is protective against base rates of symptom increases.” Van Dam and Galante also do not mention that we tested two contrasts on all indices of harm: one between community MBSR and RCT wait-list, and another between RCT MBSR and RCT wait-list. We observed no instance in which either community or RCT MBSR led to higher levels of harm than RCT wait-list. Even if we agree that “one cannot reasonably compare an active, open-label intervention to the control arm of an RCT,” our primary conclusions remain valid.

Considerable missing data with imputation of low prevalence events

Properly specified multiple imputation (MI) produces unbiased estimates when data are missing at random (MAR; White et al., 2011). Van Dam and Galante make the case that because harm is assumed to be a low prevalence event and we described a limited number of predictors in the imputation model, MAR assumptions are too strong. However, our MI models included nearly all available information: gender, participation year, participant age, data type (i.e., community MBSR, RCT MBSR or RCT wait-list), and pre- and post-test score on the outcome. Of the roughly 23% of community MBSR data missing at post-test, dropout rates were very low (2%). Explanations for missing data that seem to us as plausible as adverse events include that survey completion was optional, had no impact on enrollment or participation, was not part of
Harm in MBSR research, and did not involve compensation. In addition, baseline symptom severity was not related to missingness.

Taking their concern seriously, we quantitatively evaluate the robustness of our results to missing not at random (MNAR) assumptions. Even under the most implausible missingness scenario (i.e., all missing data represent harm), harm in community MBSR remains significantly less likely than RCT wait-list on multiple indices of psychological and physical symptoms (average change, proportion with worsening symptoms, proportion with >35% increase in symptoms). In order for clinically significant harm on the GSI to be significantly more likely in community MBSR than in RCT wait-list, our estimates would have to be underestimated by nearly 450%. That is, more than half of the participants missing post-test data would need to have experienced clinically significant harm. If we assume missed harm events are as likely in the missing RCT data as in the community data, underestimation of harm in community MBSR would need to be even greater to invalidate our findings.

Limited measurement of harm

We agree that following-up with participants after MBSR is important and post-MBSR harm events are possible. In our view, attributing those potential harms to MBSR is a logical fallacy. Rather, this would indicate that practicing meditation after MBSR may lead to harm. Akin to meditation retreats after MBSR, imagine an individual participates in a running camp to train for a 10-kilometer race, runs the race without injury, and then a month after the camp ends, decides to run a marathon and gets injured. To claim that the injury is the result of the running camp seems specious. It also may preclude understanding the proximal causes of the injury (e.g., intensive retreat practice).
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Potential sample bias

We generally agree with Van Dam and Galante’s points. We add to them that some of the “inflated effect size” of behavioral interventions such as MBSR outside of controlled trials may be due to the fact that motivation and engagement are central to behavioral change (influencing expectancy and other non-specific factors; Wampold & Imel, 2015). RCTs may enroll participants whose levels of motivation are lower than those who self-select into community treatment.

Collation of data across potentially different trials

Van Dam and Galante raise two putative issues here: collation of data across trials and lack of transparency. On the latter, we agree that transparency is important. While we have widely adopted open science practices – our group routinely pre-registers studies and shares code and data – we feel the utility of “prospective” registration of hypothesis testing on extant data, especially when data have been previously processed, analyzed, and published (i.e., these RCT data) is questionable. Additionally, RCTs 1 and 2 were conducted before pre-registration was common. We note that all outcomes collected by the community MBSR program were reported. Links to RCT registrations are provided below.

It is true that variation across trials may be a source of variation in the data. In our view, the benefits to statistical power warranted collation. Moreover, the trials were similar in important ways: conducted by the same research group, in the same geographic location, using similar inclusion/exclusion criteria, with MBSR conducted by the same community MBSR program and community MBSR teachers over a roughly contemporaneous period as the community MBSR data.
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Inappropriate conclusion regarding preventative potential of MBSR

As previously described, we do not claim that MBSR is preventative of harm. Further, we did not, as Van Dam and Galante state, “use the deterioration of the wait-list group, compared to the improvement of the community group as a means to saying that community MBSR is preventative of harm.” Justification for the claim that MBSR may be preventative of harm relied on analyses in which we compared rates of harm in MBSR and in wait-list (e.g., proportion with >35% symptom worsening). As noted, comparisons were also made between RCT MBSR and RCT wait-list.

Van Dam and Galante also invoke the possibility that increased symptoms in the wait-list were due to the “nocebo effect,” citing Furukawa et al.’s (2014) network meta-analysis. While theoretical claims have been made in support of nocebo effects (e.g., resentful demoralization; Heppner et al., 2016), as discussed by Munder et al. (2019), there is little empirical evidence that this is the case. Munder et al. highlight important limitations specifically related to Furukawa et al.’s paper, namely that none of the no treatment comparisons (to which wait-list was indirectly compared) included patients seeking treatment. This sample difference produced small effects for the no treatment comparisons, resulting in the inaccurate impression that no treatment was more effective than wait-list.

Van Dam and Galante appear to have interpreted “strong evidence against claims that MBSR may increase harm” as stating that “MBSR does no harm.” Although we remain “circumspect about the evidence that MBSR is protective,” we disagree with the possibility that the evidence for lower rates of harm in MBSR was driven by wait-list nocebo effects. We also believe a wait-list control is more appropriate than an active control comparison; active control
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**Conclusions**

Like Van Dam and Galante, we believe that understanding the potential for harm in meditation interventions is important. While our paper provides the first quantitative estimates of multiple indices of harm across multiple harm domains in a large sample of MBSR participants, we agree that more research is needed. We hope that the points raised by Van Dam and Galante along with our responses support future work in this area and aid in informing clinicians and the public about the potential risks and benefits of MBSR.

**RCT Registrations:**
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01301105
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT01057368
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/study/NCT02157766
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